Member Benefits Awards* are Available

There are many ways to build stronger associations. An organizing tool you can employ is sharing the value of Member Benefits.

Leaders focused on membership engagement are invited to join Member Benefits experts to develop blueprints to strengthen your local’s foundation and shore up your organizing activities.

You'll be the designer and we'll provide the tools to construct a plan tailored to your local.

*Member Benefits SI awards are reserved for chapters with a Membership Engagement plan – we will help you to incorporate Member Benefits activities in your plan. A limit of two awards will be provided per chapter and priority will be given to those leaders who have not attended a prior Member Benefits SI strand.

The MB SI awards include registration fees (shared accommodation housing and UCLA dining meals) and reimbursement for travel expenses (restrictions apply). To obtain one of the limited number of awards, contact the Member Benefits Department at lharmrick@cta.org or 650-552-5441 while supplies last.

Contact the Member Benefits Department for additional information about this Strand and the Awards for Summer Institute.

Go to www.CTAGo.org to register now!
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